
Telecom Agency answers Stichting EHS about SAR, Market surveillance, 11 nov. 2022

Dear Mr van der Boom,

In this letter I answer your questions regarding SAR and the activities of the Radiocommunications Agency. 

Your WOO request regarding the test reports will be handled separately by our Legal Affairs department.

Question: Has Agentschap Telecom conducted tests on the specific absorption value (SAR) of 

electromagnetic radiation from mobile phones, tablets and wireless equipment on bodies (head, torso and 

limbs)?

Answer: Yes, Agency Telecom has conducted several studies on SAR. Below is a summary.

- 2009 SAR phones, administrative (documentation) and technical (measurements);

- 2011 SAR laptops, administrative and technical;

- 2013 SAR phones, administrative only;

-2014 SAR phones, administrative and technical.

Question: We would like to know if you have been made aware of the ANSES recommendations. And now 

that we have drawn attention to this recommendation, what do you intend to do, given that a large part of 

these models have been introduced to the French national market and may also enter the national market 

in our country.

Answer: Yes, Telecom Agency is aware of ANSES' recommendations. These recommendations relate to 

mobile phones produced before 2016 and do not cover tablets and laptops. As a result of their 

investigations into mobile phones, the French authorities have not issued notifications through the so-

called RAPEX system for serious risks on the basis of which the Netherlands would also take action 

regarding these phones. Nor are we aware of any notifications in the EU product surveillance system 

(ICSMS). See further the answer to the next question. 

Question: Do you intend to carry out yourself or in cooperation with other authorities SAR measurements 

for mobile phones used on the national market in compliance with ANSES recommendations?

Answer: Manufacturers, importers and distributors (market participants) are themselves responsible for 

the conformity of the (radio) devices they make available. The Telecom Agency checks market participants 

on their obligations after the devices are placed on the European market. The agency does this information-

and risk-oriented and knowledge-driven. By conducting its own research (national and international), by 

taking up reports and by acting after incidents, the agency carries out its supervision. 

With regard to exposure to electromagnetic waves and specifically SAR, the Radiocommunications Agency 

has not received any reports or information about incidents in recent years on the basis of which AT should 

enforce. Within the knowledge-driven and risk-oriented approach, there has therefore been no focus in 

recent years on launching an investigation in the area of SAR compliance. Nevertheless, back in 2020 the 

Radiocommunications Agency decided to participate in a joint investigation by European market regulators 

on SAR. This project is entitled "JAHARP2020-1 WP3: SAR measurements on Connected Portable Devices". 

This study is ongoing and is expected to be completed by 2023.

Question: France has decided, in line with ANSES recommendations, to formally object to the European 

Commission requesting a measurement of SAR at 0 mm. We would therefore like to know if your agency is 

in favour of this request and would support the French proposal in the relevant EU bodies?



Answer: In September 2020, the French regulator (ANFR) submitted a formal objection to the European 

Commission regarding standard EN 50566, which contains methods for SAR measurements on mobile 

phones worn against the body. France wanted to reduce the measurement distance between the mobile 

phone and the body, which is used in determining SAR, to 0 mm. The issue was discussed between 

European Commission, member states and industry in the Export Group on Radio Equipment (EG-RE) in 

which EZK and Agentschap Telecom participate. Agentschap Telecom carefully considered the formal 

objection and took the position that the measurement method in the standard should indeed be adjusted 

so that the maximum SAR is measured. Meanwhile, the responsible standardisation committee (TC106x) 

has decided to actually adapt the standard so that measurements must be made at a separation distance of

0 mm. The method to possibly determine at which (other) distance the SAR is maximum will be addressed 

in the future revision of EN 50566. This will take into account the ongoing work in IEC (global 

standardisation committee).

I trust I have answered your questions. Should you have further questions, please contact Agency Telecom 

at msa@agentschaptelecom.nl.

Kind regards,

E.M. Lucas

Head of Market surveillance department
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